
Maria Dimou - WLCG-related activities

Name Documentation Comment
MW
Readiness
Working
Group
chairperson

https://twiki.cern.ch/LCG/MiddlewareReadiness All meetings' and jira material is linked
from the doc. twiki. A.Manzi is a natural
candidate for this role. As per the
2016-11-02 WG decision there will no
more be regular meetings, so all the work
can be done in jira  with the Volunteer
Sites as the MW products shortlisted get
released.

SCOD Duty https://twiki.cern.ch/LCG/ScodRota The wlcg-scod e-group contains more
people than the active SCODs. As one
can see here there have been several
generations of SCODs who moved on

WLCG
Operations
co-chair

https://twiki.cern.ch/LCG/InternalPlanning In principle, 4 people remain as co-chairs
(Julia, Maarten, Alessandra & Pepe). It is
important to identify the meeting
themes  and follow-up see tasks here! .
Many tens of e-groups and indico
reservations' ownership to change.

GGUS dev.
team

https://twiki.cern.ch/LCG/GgusOperations The service and the GGUS-SNOW
interface is stable. Dev. requests are
about 4 times fewer now than in 2012 see
jira tracker . Another member of the Ops
Coord or SCOD teams could easily do
this or another WLCG site. Many tens of
e-groups, related to GGUS Support Units
and notifications

WLCG
Catch-all RA

http://wlcg.web.cern.ch/getting-started/certificates Following a campaign with LHC
experiments and OSG to recommend the
use of the CERN CA. There is hardly any
country left, in our days, with no national
CA. Ecuador (4 CMS students) was the
only case in 2016. The email screenshot
attached is the weekly report where the
RA has to investigate, if there are
requests by CERN users. The
documentation is up-to-date. M.Dimou
organised event in August  about FNAL,
and OSG in general, certification plans.
Hannah is a good candidate. She attended
the event.

-- MariaDimou - 2016-11-24
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